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Rev. F. L.
New-York.
ture, against which these sciences have come PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF MIS
Rev. J. M. Wainwright, el, Henderson, Hawks, Henshaw, Johns,*
ed and revolutionized.
SIONS OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL
out,
ekher
in
direct
or
indirect
opposition.
edited by
D. D.
Jones, McVickar, Mason, Mstad, Milnor,
We have said that there is a strong body of We shall now see how Dr. Bretschneider pro
CHURCH, [continued.]
BEV, CHAIXtEY COLTON,
F. F. Peet, Esq.
Mores, Page, Prestman, Richmond, Vaughan,
learned and orthodox divines in Germany, ceeds in detail, and how sprightlily he is fol
WILLIAM JACKSON,
Oct. 13th, 5 o'clock, P. M.
Joseph Sands, Esq.
JOHN T. BBOOKE,
Vinton, Wainwright, Watson, Whitehouse,
that is, authors, ministers and professors, who lowed bv the writer in the “ Evangelical
HENRY V. »• JOHNS.
The Board met.
■Western N. Y. Rev. H. J. Whitehouse, and the Secretary; and Messrs. Chambers,
zealously and powerfully inculcate the pecu Church Journal.”
Present:—The Rt. Rev. Bishops Meade,
D. D.
De Peyster, Gardiner, Morgan, Newton.
liar, the old-fashioned doctrines of Christiani
First, Geology and the Bible. “Geology,”
tCBLlSHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINXAT1 AND LOUISVILLE.
Rev. William Croswell.
Nicklin, Rogers, Sands, Winston, and Wolfety, and who also square their lives according according to Dr. Bretschneider, can no lon Ives, Hopkins, Mcllvaine, Doane, Otey,
(1 Ibe ffuttrn Cf urth Pnu, Wood* building*. Sjcamore-St, C'wciBtotiRev. G. E. Rare.
New-Jersey.
The Rt. Rev. B. T. Onderdonk, at the re
ly,—some of them taking such high and deci ger succeed in reconciling the Mosiac account Kemper, McCoskry, Polk, De Lancey. Gads
Rev. W. II. Henderson.
Tarm. ..Two DoJ.tr* ttd Fifty Cent, per tuouai, ptytble io tdttoee.
quest of the Rt. Rev. President of the Board*
ded ground as would earn for them the appel of the Creation, with the revolutions which den, Whittingham, Elliot, and Lee; the Rev.
Joseph Lovell, Esq.
took the chair and opened the meeting with
lation of evangelical in this country. This our globe has experienced. It teaches, with Messrs. Anthon, Boyd, Burroughs, Carder,
Pennsylvania. Rev. II. W. Ducachet, D. prayer.
GERMAN RATIONALISM.
term, in fact, is cordially and boldly assumed out inquiring how the theologian can extricate Chase, John Croes, R. B. Croes, Cuming,
D.
I he roll having been called, the minute*
From the London Monthly Review, Sept. 1841. by a class of them ; and even some of the himself in this matter, that the earth has pas Cutler, Dorr, Ducachet, Eastburn, Forbes,
Haight,Hanckel,Henderson,Henshaw, Johns,
Rev. Benjamin Dorr,D.D. of the last meeting were read am) approved.
Review of Dr. Bretschneider'a “Letters to periodical publications have received the dis sed through many great epochs of formation,
Rev. William Suddards.
tinctive title.
On motion ofBishop De Lancey, it v.as
of indefinite but long duration, and that the Johnston, Jones, McVickar, Mason, Mead,
a Statesman.” Berlin.
G. W. Wharton, Esq.
Resolved, That it be recommended to th;
The following pages contain the spirit and first creations upon it afterwards perished.” Milnor, Richmond, Rodney, Vaughan, Wain
Tobias Wagner, Esq.
The mind of no country in ancient or mo the essential matter of an article which ap If the Bible speak of a flood which was uni wright, and Watson; and Messrs De Peyster,
two Committees to inquire and reppit to tho
Rev. John Johns, D. D.
Maryland.
dern times has taken bolder or more charac peared in the “Evangelical Church Journal,” versal, and covered all the mountains of the Gardiner, Minturn, Morgan, Newton, NickBoard, at its meeting in June next, the practi
Hon. E. F. Chambers.
teristic flights than that of Germany within published at Berlin, under the direction of earth, “this is now known to be mathemati lin, Peet, Rogers, Winston, Wolfe, and
cability of so enlarging and altering the “ PpirHon. J. B. Eccleston.
it of Missions,” as to make it a monthlv pe
the last fifty years. In criticism, philology Dr. Hengstenberg, written principally in re cally impossible, since we have become ac Woolley.
V. J. Donaldson, Esq.
The Rt. Rev. Bishop Whittingham, being
and metaphysics, extraordinary discoveries ference to Bretsclmeider’s “Letter to a States quainted with the entire globe, and understand
riodical for all the General Institutions of the
Rev. A. II. Cobbs.
Virginia.
have been made, and the most valuable con man,” which excited, some yearo ago, an ex the laws by which the swelling of the sea is the senior bishop present at the opening of
Church, and of committing its conduct to a
North Carolina. Josiah Collins, Esq.
special editor.
the meeting, took the Chair.
quests achieved. During the war with Napo traordinary sensation in Germany, and has governed.’’
After prayer, and the calling of the roll, the
South Carolina. Rev. Christian Hanckel,
leon, however, the English people were al been jregarded as the most able of the innu
The Board then took up the business in
To begin with the last point, we wish to
D. D.
most entirely ignorant of the intellectual pro merable statements and vindications of mod know who has shown, or is able to show, minutes of the last meeting were read and aporder at the last adjournment; when, on mo
C. Gustavus Memminger, tion ofBishop Mcllvaine, it was
gress of a race who possessed much in com ern German Rationalism which have been t’nis mathematical impossibility ? A late dis-J Pr°yedEsq.
Bishop Kemper appeared, and took the
Resolved, That that part of Bishop Elli
mon with ourselves ; and what little we knew called forth by the attacks made upon it, in tinguished geologist says : “We have attemp
Rev. William Smallwood. ott's report which has not been acted upon,
Ohio.
was generally made the ground of suspicion, the journal we have just now particularized. ted to penetrate as far as possible beneath the Chair.
Rev. D. C. Page, D. D. be indefinitely postponed.
Mississippi.
The second recommendation of the report
or some 3ort of disparaging fear,—so strange In this “Letter,” Bretschneider takes the surface into the interior of the earth. But if
C. C. Trowbridge, Esq.
Michigan.
The Rev. R. B. Croes moved the follow
was its aspect, and frequently so wild its is ground that there must be some compromise we compare the depth to which we have ac of Bishop Elliott, which was under considera
The roll having been called, the minutes of ing resolution:
sues. But at length we have come to be between the antiquated doctrines of theology, tually penetrated with the real diameter of the tion at the time of the last adjournment, was
the last meeting were read and approved.
Resolved, That the House of Bishops ba
much better informed with regard to the and the results of modern scientific pursuits. earth, it will be seen that we have scarcely called up.
Bishop McCoskry’s proposed addition to respectfully requested to recommend and set
On motion of Mr. Newton, it wa3
German people ; and with the advance of our To effect this compromise he regards as the broken the surface, and that a scratch of a
Resolved, That the second recommenda the By-Laws being the business in order, apart a particular day, to be observed by tho
knowledge has been that of our respect and office of Rationalism. “Rationalism,” ac needle on the varnish of one of our common
admiration in regard to certain departments of cording to him, “designs to restore the inter terrestrial globes is proportionally much deep tion be laid on the table, for the purpose of was, on motion, laid on the table, until the Board during its present session for fasting,
humiliation and praver.
mental culture; among which we may men rupted harmony between theology and human er than the deepest perforations with which introducing other matter bearing upon the mover should be present.
On motion of Bishop Doane, it was
This resolution, on motion of Mr. Gardiner
tion as being pre-eminent that of Biblical sciences, and is the necessary product of the we have ever penetrated into the interior of subject.
Resolved, That the next Annual Meeting was laid upon the table.
Mr. Newton then moved the following :
criticism,—that is, in so far as the structure scientific cultivation of modern times.” He the earth.” If now, at the time of the flood,
Resolved, That it be recommended to the of the Board be held in the city of New-York.
and philosophy of the language of Scripture goes on to specify instances of disagreement there was not only a rain of forty days upon
On motion of vhe Rev. Dr. Henshaw, it
The Rev. Dr. Dorr moved to takeup his was
are concerned. But with regard to the meta between the established articles of Christian the earth, but all the “fountains of the great General Convention, to adopt the following
Resolved, That it be respectfully sugges
physical tendencies of the German mind, a faith and the latest Jesuits in the various de deep were broken up,” is it a mathematical alterations in the Constitution of the Domestic proposed addition to the Constitution, and
distrust prevails amongst us io this day, and partments of natural philosophy. Selecting impossibility that a gush of water from the and Foreign Missionary Society of the Pro the question being taken thereon, it was neg ted to the General Convention, to inquire
not without justice ; for the more we learn of uniformly those results which militate against interior of this monstrous ball should cover testant Episcopal Church in the United States, atived.
whether some plan may not be devised and
On motion of Mr. Nicklin, it was
it, the greater cause have we to be of opinion the Bible, rather than those which agree the mountains, which, in comparison with viz:—
recommended by that body, during its present
Resolved, That the Board proceed to the session, to insure the adoption in all our dio
1. 1. Strike out of Article IX, line 1st,
that not only does it love to soar into untrod with it, and presuming these results to be in the diameter of the earth, are exceedingly
appointment of the Domestic and Foreign ceses and parishes of the Sunday offerings
den spheres, but that it flits with the most un fallibly true (though they are often notorious diminutive ? The production of water in the the words “for each committee.”
2. Insert the word “committees” in the 3d Committees.
steady lights, not seldom following the lurid, ly hypocritical), lie arrives at this conclusion, dropsy and other diseases would seem to be
for missions, snd other objects of Chureh be
On motion of the Rev. Mr. Richmond, it nevolence.
and losing itself at last amid the blackness of that the doctrines of theology must be so mod far more mathematically impossible ; and yet line.
3. Strike out the words “for whom he is
darkness. There is, indeed, much cause for ified as to agree with the progress of science, the fact is plain. Equally certain must the
Mr. Nicklin moved the following resold*
Resolved, that the present members of the tion:—
denouncing the philosophic fancies of Germa or fall into contempt.
fact of a former flood, overflowing the moun appointed” in the 8th line, and insert, in lieu
A remark here occurs tons ; the agreement tains, appear to the naturalist (even indepen thereof, the words, “to whose province they Domestic Committee be re-appointed.
ny, and substituting for them the term skepti
Resolved, That after the next annual meet*
On motion of the Rev. Dr. Henshaw, it ing of this board, the salaries of the .Sccreta
cism, in so far as religion is to be considered ; required, of course, must be constant. This dently of the Bible, and of the tradition of relate.”
4. Strike out the words “Secretaries” in was
and for Theology, to employ the word Ne would be a shifting scale of religious faith Amany ancient nations agreeing with it) when
ries and General Agents be $1200 per annum
Resolved, That the present members of each.
with a witness.
lines
12th and 13th, and insert the word
ology.
mie finds millions of sea-shells upon the high
In a full refutation of Rationalism, as thus est mountain-tops—when he knows that the “Secretary” in its place.
the Foreign Committee be re-appointed.
A great majority of the Protestant priest
The Rev. Mr. Forbes proposed to ament?
II. Add to Article XI. the words, “All
Bishop McCoskry having appeared, hjs the above by striking out $1200, and insert
hood, and of the professors also in the seats explained, it would be necessary to show avalanches in the Himmalaya mountains of
of learning in Germany, discover nothing in that Revelation is an independent source of Central Asia have brought down skeletons of missionaries shall correspond with the Bishop proposed amendment to the By-Laws was ta ing $1500; and this proposition was accepted
the Bible but themes for cold speculation, or, knowledge, and not merely co-ordinate with horses from an elevation of 16,000 feet, from of the Diocese within which they are station ken up; when he, having added thereto the by Mr. Nicklin.
at best, the exercise of ratiocination ; that man nature, but superior to it; so that its truths, summits which no man, not to say beast, is ed, and through him with the Secretary and words, “ in all matters touching the spiritual
Mr. Newton moved to amefflf the above by
condition of their missions,” moved its adop striking out $1500, and inserting f 2GOO,being regarded as the chief amongst them who instead of being'liable to modification from now able to reach. And how many facts are General Agent.”
Bishop Kemper continued to occupy the tion as follows:
can the most skilfully refine away the power any alledged discoveries in nature, are rather there of a similar nature to these !
On this amendment, Mr. Nicklirf Oalleti
Chair,
at the request of senior Bishops, who
“ All missionaries shall correspond with for the ayes and noes; which were as follows;
and the manifest import of any particular the standard by which the truth of the latter
In many cases it would be better if men
the Bishop of the Diocese within which they
promise, injunction, or doctrine in Holy should be tested. It is, no doubt, to be pre would not put on so much the appearance of had appeared.
Ayes; The Rt. Rev. Bishops Meade, B#
On motion of Bishop Ives, it was,
are stationed, and through him with the Se T. Onderdonk, Ives, Doape. Kemper, Md
Writ. One of the most common and conve sumed that Revelation and Nature, when knowing to a very hair what is possible and
Resolved, That the recommendations pro cretary and General Agent, in all matters Coskry, Polk, Whittingham, and Elliqtt; tbef
nient shifts, when difficulties occur to their rightly and fully understood, never really what is impossible in the universe. Some
rational system, is to say that the portion of clash, having the one infinitely wise Being forty years ago, when a learned man read in posed by Mr. Newton be taken up, and con touching the spiritual condition of their mis Rev. Messrs. Balch, Baury, ( u tier, Duenchetf
sions.”
revelation in question is a pure allegory, and for the common author. But, in case of any Livy that it had rained stones, or heard that sidered seriatim.
Eastburn, Haight, Hanckel, Hawks, Hen*
The first recommendation, viz., the pro
means nothing higher, or more inexplicable, apparent discrepancy, it is certainly wrong in the church at Enisheim a stone was shown,
After discussion thereon, it was, on motion shaw, Johns, Jones, McVickar, Milnor,
than what Plato has delivered. In this way to make nature, which is the less precise and which, judging from its inscription, had fal posed alterations of the IXth Article of the of Mr. Newton,
Page, Richmond, Vinton, Whitehouse, and
Resolved, That the proposed By-Laws be the Secretary; and Messrs. (.1.ambers, De
the Old Testament is reduced from its antique readable, to be the measure and interpreter of len from heaven ; he would shrug his shoul Constitution, was then taken up for consider
and massive dimensions to a common-place revelation, which is the more direct, imme ders at the honest credulity of our worthy an ation, and after discussion thereon, it was, on laid on the table.
Peyster, Morgan, Newton, Rogers, Sands,
Mr. Newton moved that Bishop Elliott’s Winston, and Wolfe.—35.
epic, and the life of our Saviour is made to diate, sententious, plain, and complete expres cestors in believing something mathematical motion of Bishop Ives,
Resolved, That the first recommendation report be called up, and the question being ta
represent only a man who was the type of the sion of everlasting truth. But the writer ly impossible. But after it had repeatedly
Noes: The Rt. Rev. Bishops Mcllvaine,perfectibility to which human nature is des whose ideas we are going to present to our rained stones in our day, the Academicians be laid on the table.
ken thereon, it was negatived.
Otey, De Lancey, and Lee; the Rev. Messrs.
readers—deeming an answer from the quarter were obliged to allow that what they had so
The Rev. Dr. Wainwright called for a re
tined to arrive in this world below.
On motion of Bishop McCoskry, it was
Anthon. R. B. Croes, Cuming, Forbes,
All that is grand and miraculous in sacred in which the Rationalists reign to be particu long regarded as mathematically impossible, consideration of the last vote, and the question
Resolved, That the proposed addition to Mead, Morss, and Watson; and Messrs. Carhistory i3 thus driven from us; there is noth larly deserving of attention—descends from had actually taken place, and the raining of being taken thereon, it was negatived.
the By-Laws be again taken up.
diner and Nicklin.—13.
Bishop De Lancey moved the following re
ing in the wonders wrought by the prophets his vantage-ground, on which the theologian stones was then put down as a fact in natural
After discussion thereon, Bishop McCoskry
Mr. Nicklin moved to postpone the eonsid*
which may not be explained, if not according is entitled to stand, and meets and conquers history. Many of them now assume the air solution, which, after discussion, was with withdrew his proposed By-Law, for the pur eration of the resolution as amended, until the
to mechanical principles, at least in consisten skepticism on its own footing and level. Say- of understanding the process of the thing from drawn by the mover, for the present, upon pose of affording an opportunity to Bishop next meeting.
cy with the structure of language, as framed jng nothing of the right, which might so easily the very bottom, and shrug their shoulders at notice that he would move the same at a future Hopkins of introducing other matter bearing
On motion of the Rev. Mr. Jones it was
at particular stages in civilization ; and, even be vindicated, of at once condemning as false the honest peasant who cannot understand the time.
upon the same subject.
Resolved, That when the Board adjourns,
as respects the character of Christ, there is any doctrines which conflict with the positive thing as they do, and who expresses modest
Resolved, That it be recommended to the
Bishop Hopkins then moved a series of it will adjourn to meet, in this place, on Moil*
room for speculation until he again appear, if doctrines of Revelation, he shows that there doubts at their explanation. Thus it goes in Foreign Committee, to inquire and report to propositions identical with those contained in day next, at 5 o’clock, P. M.
ever such an event is to occur: nay, that are no confirmed and established results of the world.
the Board, at its session in June next, upon Bishop Elliott’s report, but withdrew them
On motion, the Board adjourned.
sooner it will be matter for reasonable doubt scientific investigation which do thus conflict
Geology now, according to Bretschneider, the expediency of suspending for the present, for the purpose of taking up the report itself.
[To EE continued./
whether such a Being’ever visited our earth with the Bible; and that the highest oracles can no longer assent to the Mosiac account of the operations of that committee as regards
On motion of Rev. Mr. Jones, it was
before. It will need a second alvenl to es of the sciences, themselves, have pronounced the creation, and professes this, unconcerned the Mission to China.
Resolved, That the report of Bishop Elli
in favor of the doctrines of Revelation, and in how theologians may proceed in the matter.
tablish the proof of the first.
Bishop Mcllvaine appeared, and took the ott be taken up for consideration.
But whence cometh the Neology of Ger opposition to the hypotheses of an infidel The theologian, too, might take his stand upon Chair, at the request of Bishop Kemper.
The report being under consideration, it EXTRACTS FROM OLD V/RITERSmany ? And why do the Germans differ so philosophy. The popular way in which the the books of Genesis, unconcerned how the
Bishop McCoskry called up the second re was, on motion of the Rev. R. B, Croes,
God Faithful to his Promise.
* much from the English in theological matters answer is conceived and expressed renders it geologist could reconcile himself with this.—— commendation of Mr. Newton, viz., the pro
Resolved, That the vote on the first recom
When God promised Abraham a con that
and opinions, while both equally profess the more valuable as well as the more agreeable Such, however, is not the opinion of Dr. posed addition to the Xlth Article of the Con mendation of the report at the session of the
should be the great blessing of the world,
Protestantism ? Now’, some argue that it is to the general reader. It opens in this strain. Bretschneider. He says that “the theologian stitution, and offered it as an addition to the Board on the 11th inst., be reconsidered.
Theologians are beginning to take more no can refute the sciences, which depend on ex By-Laws of the Board.
this very profession, affected by peculiarities
Bishop Elliott then added to the first recom perhaps he expected it should be his imme
of position, that has opened a way, not only tice of natural sciences. And it were very perience, and are independent of theological
Pending the discussion upon this subject, it mendation the words, “ for the current year,” diate son, but it proved to be one at the dis
tance of forty-two generations, and about
for every vagary of the imagination on the much to be desired that they would do this principles, appears of itself to be impossible, was, on motion of Mr. Nicklin,
making it read thus:—
Resolved, That when the Board adjourns,
Continent, but for all the sectarianism which with the disposition of the pious naturalists and the attempt, should it be actually made,
Resolved, That the states and territories of 2,000 years. Yet delays of promised mer
distracts the people of England. The liberty of former times, who, while they loved the must be wholly fruitless.” Should there be it will adjourn to meet in this place, on Friday Maine, New-Hampshire, Ohio, Indiana, Illi cies, though they exercise our patience, do not
to think for yourself, the right of exercising revelation of God in his works, regarded collision, therefore, between the Bible and— next, at 5 o’clock, P. M.
nois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Ten weaken God's promise; and God's time for
nessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Flor performing his promise is when it labors un
private judgment, the proclaimed dogma that with still higher affection his revelation mark well—not Nature, but natural philoso
October 15, 1841, 5 o'clock, P. M.
every man is to interpret the Bible for him in Christ. This, however, is not the case phers, Dr. Bretschneider would not hesitate a
ida, Delaware, and all the states and territo der the greatest improbabilities.
The Board met.
self, and without the lights of ecclesiastical with many of our modern divines ; on moment to declare himself against the Bible,
ries west of the Mississippi river, be the Do
Trusting God with our good Name.
Present:—The Rt. Rev. Bishops Chase, mestic Missionary ground of the Church for
tradition, or the aids of a systematically edu the contrary, they call in the natural sci and in favor of the infallible philosophers,—
B.
T.
Onderdonk,
Hopkins,
Mcllvaine,
Those who take care to keep a good con
ences
to
aid
them
in
the
war
which
they
have
cated priesthood, it is maintained by many,
the current year.
proving himself decidedly unbelieving as to
are Lutheran sanctions for every error, and declared against the Bible. One of them the Bible, and superstitiously confident in Doane, Kemper, McCoskry, Polk, De Lan
The question being, on motion of Bishop science, may cheerfully trust God with the
for the wildest dreams of skepticism. On the has lately asked: “When you consider the natural philosophy as if it had never erred.— cey, Whittingham, Elliott, and Lee ; the Rev. Elliott, taken on the recommendation as now keeping of their good names, and liave reason
to hope that he will clear up not only their in
other hand, many are to be met with who present state of natural science, and how it is But how often has philosophy erred, and how Messrs. Balch, Burroughs, Carder, II. Cros amended, it was again negatived.
well, R. B. Croes, Cuming, Dorr, Ducachet,
argue in this way ; viz., that, while admitting advancing to a more complete knowledge of often does it still err every day !!
Bishop Hopkins moved the adoption of the tegrity, but their honor, as the sun at noon
Eastburn, Haight, Hanckel, Henderson, second recommendation of the report. After day.
the extravagances of the Rationalists in Ger the world than could have been anticipated a
I he Reviewer then proceeds to consider
many, and the lamentable divisions in theolo short time ago, what think you is likely to more particularly the alledged collision be Hawks, Henshaw, Johns, Jones, McVickar, discussion thereon, Bishop De Lancey moved
Ilow TO HAVE DtVTNE DIRECTION.
gical belief which prevail in Great Britain and be the fate, I will not say of our theology, but tween Genesis and geology. But as our Mead, Miluor, Page,' Richmond, Vaughan, that the second recommendation be laid on
Vinton,
Wainwright,
Watson,
Whitehouse,
Those
who would have direction from God,
in America, yet that a reaction of the heal of our evangelical Christianity itself?” He pages have often, and even only a few months
the table, for the purpose of introducing a
must think on things themselves, and consult
thiest nature will be the result; and that, then goes on to sav,> that to him it is plain ago, been laid open to the arguments which and the Secretary; and Messrs. Chambers, substitute.
without chaining the human mind altogether, that we must learn to dispense with many have by several of our countrymen been ex De Peyster, Gardiner, Minturn, Morgan,
The vote being taken thereon, and there be- j with themselves. It is the tkovgkfvl, not
and producing far greater intellectual dark things which many are accustomed to consider pended on this subject, we shall pass on to Newton, Nicklin, Winston, Wolfe, and ing a tie, the Rt. Rev. Chairman decided a- the unthinking, whom God wi;l euids.—
ness and moral perversion than at present ex inseparable from the essence of Christianity. another of the Rationalists’ grounds of doubt, Woolley.
gainst laying the second recommedation on ' When we are most quiet and composed, we
The Rt. Rev. Bishop Mcllvaine, being the the table.
[are in the best frame to receive the notices of
But it is with Dr. Bretschneider, who has merely observing that while many of the
13t’ no Kmit could be proposed to man’s reli
On motion of the Rev. Dr. Wainwright, it [ the divine will. The Spirit moves on the
gtous speculations. In the mean while, how expressed himself far more definitely than clear results of geology are corroborative of, senior Bishop present at the opening of the
calm waters.
was
ever, it is gratifying to learn that, even in the writer who puts the above question, that or perfectly consistent with, the Word of God, meeting, took the Chair.
After prayer, the Secretary presented and
I rotestant Germany, there has arisen acorn- the Reviewer especially enters the field.— no geological facts can be pointed out which,
Resolved, That when the Board adjourns, How TO TREAT THOSE UNDER SUSPICION OF
pact band of orthodox writers and preachers, That Rationalist mentions certain points dis in themselves, contradict the exact ascertained read the following list of the members of the it will adjourn to meet at this place to-mor
HAVING OFFENDED.
w o have escaped from the school of the tinctly upon which he builds his argument. meaning of any passage in that sacred record. Board, elected by the General Convention for row, at 5 o’clock, P. M.
the
next
three
years,
officially
communicated
nationalists in which they were trained ; and He says in his “Letter:” “The experimen
It becomes us, in many cases,to be gentle to
On motion, the Board adjourned.
{To be Continued.}
by the Secretary of the House of Clerical and
who now turn the weapons of truth against tal sciences of every kind have had a more
wards those that come under suspicion oi hav
Oct. 16th, 1841, 5 o'clock P. M.
Lay Deputies.
the citadel of error and a foolish philosophy, sensible and disturbing action upon the old
ing offended, to hope the bestconcerning them.
The Board met.
A Dying Child.—A child, who had been train
with whose intricacies and arts they have theological system, than even speculative ed in the ways of religion, by a parent who was
Maine.
Robert II. Gardiner,Esq.
Present.—The Rt.. Rev. Bishops Gris —Those who are found faulty were perhaps
een so intimately acquainted. We need on- philosophy. Among these sciences he enu kind, but judiciously firm, as she sunk to rest in
Massachusetts. Rev. J. Watson.
wold, Meade, B. T. Onderdonk, Ives, Mcll overtaken in the fault, and are therefore to be
Rhode-Island. Rev. A. H. Vinton.
- mentl°n Hengstenberg, Tholuck, Storr, merates “the whole knowledge ot nature, — peaceful reliance on her Saviour’s love, affection
vaine, Doane, Otey, Kemper, McCoskry, restored in the spirit of meekness. Even the
among others, to authorize the hope that a re- geology, geography, ethnology, astronomy. ately thanked her beloved mother for all her ten
Connecticut.
Rev. Harry Croswell, D. Polk, De Lancey, Gadsden, Whittingham, necessary censures of those who have ofl’enawa ene spirit is beginning to vivify and to He then proceeds to mention several of the der care and kindness ; but added, “I thank you
D.
Elliott, and Lee; the Rev. Messrs. Anthon, ded ought to be managed without noise. The
arm ' e reS'°ns of metaphysical questionings most important doctrines and facts of $crip- most of all, for having subdued my self-will,”
S. H. Huntington, Esq.
Balch, Baury, Carder, R. B. Croes, Cutler, words of the wise are heard in quiet-
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DEBT:
of the text is, “ let your pecuniary obliga-ldifficult to furnish himself with a <rood comLet him take the maxim already
Or the morality or the credit system. tions be as few as possible, consistently with|pass.

'
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Nor must we dismiss the subject withouta DIFFICULTIES IN COMING to THE COM
word of special application to some non-pro
MUNION, EXAMINED AND ANSWERED. THE PCLPIT, THE PEN, IHB THE FKESS.
A SERMON by Rev. John T. Brooke, the nature of your business and your legitimate quoted, that “probability is the guide of life,
} continued Feom our last.}
fessors of religion, who may think that they
D LO11S1ILLE:
Rector of Christ Church. Cincinnati: plans of usefulness.”—Yea, in this, as in oth and poise it accurately upon the law of love are not within the range of our reproofs. In
1 cannot, say some others, come to the com
er respects, “ let your moderation be known or the golden rule, and then steer his course
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1841.
Weed and Wilson, 1841.
a pecuniary sense vou may owe no man any munion, with those who think and act so differ
unto all men.”
accordingly.—And if after all he meet with thing,—and yet you owe God every thing.— ently from what I suppose is right. Like the
But while there are many allowable debts, breakers and be a cast-away, he may hope for
“ Owe no man any thing.”
You may think you are rich and increased in contour of the face so the conclusions to which the
DEATH OF BISHOP MOORE.
which a Christian may contract in moderation, divine consolation as well as human sympathy.
Rom. viii: 8.
The good and venerable Bishof Moore is dead.
goods and have need of nothing—and yet be minds even of good men arrive, upon the same
The subject of debt is intimately connect the apostle appears in this passage to contem Or if God should permit him to suffer severely, poor and miserable,—debtors to God, with subject, are often widely different. Hence the He departed this, life at Lynchburg, on Thursday
ed with the welfare of souls. Although a plate some pecuniary obligations as blamea- he may be assured that it will be overruled for nothing to pay.—Perhaps if you were to die impropriety of erecting as a standard of conformi morning, the llthinst., in the 50th year of his age,
temporal concern, it involves moral obligation, ble, not merely in their excess, but in their his present purification and his eternal good. to-morrow, no man would suffer pecuniary ty. human judgment, or individual opinion. Rom. the both of his ministry, and the 26th of his episco14, 4. Who art ihou that judgest another inanL ipate.
’*
Wa ■ ■
and as a duty to our neighbor, it comes di- nature. And perhaps the best and fittest in- M e pass on to the next division of blameable loss by your death—and yet, you yourself
servant? To his own master hestandethor fall-.J We record this event with a deep sense oftf.
terpreter
of
the
text,
may
be
found
in
the
se

debts.
rectly under the second table of the law. No
might suffer the loss of yonr all, of your soul! eth. Though it may seem to you unaccountable! j,icli()n We aI1 ltQCW> and ven;rated and loved
III. Debts of vanity.
subject, which involves so much temporal in cond great commandment, or the law of love
And if you are without a direct interest in
how the good man can do and permit
Bishop Moore. Endued with innocencv of life,
which stands in immediate connexion with mean debts contracted or maintained for the
terest, can be neutral in its bearing on eterni
Chiist, the only surety for sinners, “ye are! things, yet he may be as capable of taking ai|whh lhegracesof £n eminently fervent Lhrijtian’
thus, “ owe no man any thing but to sake of vain show—or to gratify what is called
ty. And a minister of the Gospel who
debtors to do the whole law.” The whole! enlarged and impartial view as he who passes! irh> the
of a peisu8sire and
love one another.” And “love,” saith, the in the Scriptures the “lust of the eye and the
decalogue, with its countless and variuu:-] sentence. The acknowledged standards °f <Rf-|eloq
“ watches for souls,” cannot neglect it, with
and wiih sound wisdom and diacreout shunning to declare an important portion apostle in a subsequent verse, “ worketh no pride of life.” How far opulent Christians items, is registered against you!—with theiferentcjjUrches inay be subscribed, but this does
ill to his neighbour.” The debts forbidden may indulge themselves in such things as' super-added charge of neglecting the Gospel !lnot require sacrifice of private opinion, upon tion, Bishop Moore discharged the functions of
of the counsel of God. A plain exhibition of
his ministry with singular success. Few men
the truth upon this subject, is especially im by the text, therefore, are all those which in splendid mansions, elegant furniture and costly a charge in itself sufficient to ruin the soullsubjects which are not definitely determined by of his time have been so wise in winning soulsthemselves violate the law of love, or direct apparel, we do not undertake to determine. forever!—And yet the Saviour whom youB the word of God.
portant in a trading community; where debt
few of the clergy of any age have exhibited with
ly tend to such violation.
Uie Scriptures, it may be argued, only lav havqso lougaud so coldly neglected, wails tol In many things the only proper course to more simple and attractive beauty, all that is
occurs so frequently, and many adverse influ
Many debts of this general description, we down general rules against extravagance and be gracious—He invites—“Come unto me allladopt is to agree to disagree, and this is not at all
ences combine to loosen the morality of pe
lovely and of good report—few have gone down
may classify after the following manner, viz ; excess.
In the application of such rules|ye that labor and are heavy laden and 1 will
variance w i’.h the grace of brotherly love.
to the repose of the grave with the manifest*,
cuniary obligation.
Diversity of opinion among good men, in lions of sincerer reverence and love: and we may
DEBTS OF WILFUL DISHONESTY---- DEBTS OF
reference must be had to circumstances.luive \ mi rot.”—lie reasons and remonstates:
Our text, “ owe no man any thing,”—was
•
|be M of
been M
AVARICIOUS SPECULATION — DEBTS OF VANI T?
Even neatness is a matter of taste. And wliatl—“What shall it profit a man to gain th things not vital is not followed very often, byl^j sddm„
originally addressed to professed Christians
my
evil
consequence,
but
where
evil-living
is
the
TY---- AND DEBTS OF IMPRUDENCE.
Let US
quent of all high and blessed hopes, and of such
would be extravagance or excess in one posi-1 whole woild and lose his soul?—and what
And while in treating it, we shall endeavor to amplify each of these divisions. And in do
effect of sentiments entertained or expressed, peaceful and calm triumph. God be praised that
tion or person, might be moderation in another.Ishall a man give in exchange for his soul ?—
there ought they to be opposed.
keep an eye to all classes, we shall not change ing so, we shall of course be compelled . to
while the Church mourns his departure, she is so
In defence of the elegancies of life it has O ! what sort of wisdom is that which lays up
The question arises, what is evil-living? \V
its immediate direction. For the disciples leave much space to be filled by your own
laced by the legacy of his radiant example, and
also been urged, that the use of them give so carefully for time, and yet lays up no treareply, whatever is opposed to the revealed will
of Christ, are his own constituted exemplars reflections.
by the possession of another nohle. testimouy
employment to artizans and especially to poor sures in Heaven:—which meets so punctually j.
of sound morals. As we raise the standard
I. And first of, debts of wilful dis manufacturers—and it has been made a ques every just claim of n.an-and refuses to settleL A lhinkg the C(Jurge pursued by B> a followe,i to the preciousuess and power of hdi* faith.
of duty upon any subject, among professed honesty. By such we mean pecuniary obli
He is gone, (says one of the Richmond pa
tion, whether in the present state of society the claims ol God upon terms so easy and sol0f Christ, wrong. The miud of the latter may be]
Christians, we tighten the cords of moral ob gations entered into with no settled intention at least, a disuse of such articles might not
pers, in an affectionate and reverential notice of
eligible ? May God give effect to his own
ciear and ag strong and his heart as much un
his demise,) to mingle with die spirits of Cranligation, which extend throughout the com to discharge them, or without the probable tend to diminish the aggregate of human hap
truth—for Christ’s sake. Amen.
der the influence of the grace of God as that of]
mer and Ridley, and those Christian -,varriors of
munity. “ Ye are the light of the world,” means of satisfying them. To contract a piness. We leave such reasoning to pass for
the former. Ought they, being thus circum
the Reformation, whose blood became the seed of
saith the Saviour to his disciples. And theBdebt with no serious intention of paying it, isfjwhat it may be worth.
A discussion of the
stanced,—because they cannot think alike upon]
the Church, and whose boast was, in persecution
light of Christian example, like a naturalga plain infraction of the commandment “Tliougsubject would involve the entire question of
COMMUNlCAiTIOO.
every subject, to separate and not to walk to
and flames: « For me to live is Christ: to die is
light, is apt to shine brightly and widely, inSshalt not steal:” and the man who does so,Bthe right use of wealth?—a question of much
gether as brethren? Let the reader determine.
gain.’”
proportion to its elevation. But a low mea-gdeserves to be placed on a footing of moral|interest. And if difficulty be found in this quesFor the Western Episcopal Observer.
Because one subscribes the confession of faith,and]
P. S.—Since the above was in type, we have
sure of duty, or a loose practice on the sub-Lhoncsty with the common felon. Nor is itHtion, my brethren, it is only one confirmation Pray ye the Lord of the harvest that he! another the Thirty-nine Articles, and a third th<
received
the Diocesan paper of Virginia, the
ject of debt, in those who “ name the namegmuch less dishonest to incur a debt withoutlout of many of the solemn declaration of our
WILL SEND FORTH LABORERS INTO HIS HARVEST.] Discipline of Wesley, may they not all be taughti
of Christ,” is sure to be marked, and seldom Bthe probable means of meeting it. AbsoluteflLord, “how hardly shall they that have riches
of Christ and follow his footsteps, the path to Southern Churchman, of the 19th inst., from
St. Matt. 9: 38.
which we make the following extract:
glory, to happiness, to God?
fails to bring heavy reproach upon the cause.jfeertainity, we admit, cannot be made the ba-|enter into the kingdom of Heaven.”
But
“The Bishop was on a visit to Lynchburg for the
Further it is urged that A, B, and C, who are]
Dear Brethren—If you have room in your|
No doubt the censure of the world upon thisWsis of human action in temporal things, -F-orHwhatever may be said of the use of such lux
purpose of performing that most interesting and to
communicants,
are
not
good
men.
him,peculiarly
delightiul service—the administration
subject, is often unjust and cruel. Lor thereffithere is nothing certain in this world butguries by those who have ample means, the useful paper, will you permit an humble indi.
of the upostolic rile of confirmation. He was taken
It
should
not
be
supposed
that
any
communion]
vidual
to
offer
to
your
readers
a
few
considera.S
are many honest failures in business, whichgdeath. Hence the maxim that, “ probability fuse of them by persons of limited resources, H
with a catarrhal..................
fever on Friday,
u.
r .
*
»sick
..............................
— and so rapid
ordinary prudence cannot prevent. The ve-Bi8 lhe
„f
indism?,.-A„d when it either jw'3
the7
did
ry elements, or other causesalike uncontrolla-|COntract a debt in view of the probable meanslcomjorowum or seriously endangers the in-|
b
d Sd'10ur ■
| x
_ (1..........
__ _________ ______ jnot ^trike the final blow until fhursday.____
And so there may be in every communion some
When made aware of his danger, he expressed a
ble, may war against a man s interest and suc-Hof payment; especially if it be for a needfuljsterests of creditors, it is an aggravated tres-8 fhat so few are coming forward and offering
perfect resignation to the divine will, and a hope of
who do not act as they should.
entile preparatian for the awful change which was
cess. And in many instances, if we could|gubsistence. God has promised us food and|pass upon the principle of the text. In such|,Iiemselves’ 0,1(1 making preparation for the work
To know what is religion, you are to come to soon to pass upon him.
look into motives, and know all circumstances,|raiment, and with faith in this promise, con-lease there can be no doubt that the indulgencelof the Ministry» who can contemplate without
“His remains were brought to Richmond on Satur
the word of God, and there behold it, in the life
day : and his funeral took place on Sunday, from the
we might find much to extenuate, il not tognected with the probable current of events,Bis inordinate.
For if it be wrong to contract anxiety ? Throughout almost every portion ol Christ displayed in its beauty and glory.
In ad Monumental church, the church where for nearly
justify. Nor is it at all difficult to conceive we may. incur debt; at least for the necessariesldebt even for the necessaries of life, when by our Zion there is emphatically “a famine of hear dition, the deceived professor and the hypocrite, thirty years he had officiated, and where with gieat
fidelity and success, and with no common eloquence
of an individual, sitting in the midst of his of life. But if it be for the comforts and con-Bso doing we unduly jeopard the interests of ing the word of the Lord.” In other words, are not appointed teachers of the religion of Christ, and power, lie had proclaimed the gospel of a dying
the harvest is great, the laborers are few.
Saviour's love; a theme that failed not even in his
their own master they have at last to ac- old
wrecked fortune, with a conscience void of veniences of life, we hold that the probability Mothers, how much more reprehensible to incur
age to awaken a youthful enthusiasm in his bo
Very many parishes, and places where parishes
unt. If you would come in, and set them an som, and to impel him in the most animated and
offence towards God and towards man. For ought to be still stronger—and if for the luxu-Mor sustain such debts merely to gratify “the
might be formed, are obliged to remain destitute
thrilling tones, whose pathos found their way to
example of holy living, and would deal with every
such we have nothing but sympathy, — not a ries of life, it should be as clear as possible,—apride of life,” or a propensity for vain show.
heart, to beseech men to be reconciled to God.
of sanctuary privileges, solely because there is no
“A crowded assemblage were present to participate
them faithfully, it might reform, and induce
breath of censure. But while Christians should it^Jioidd he almost certainty. For if a chris-gWe are aware that much may be said of the
one to be had to supply their need. This fact is
in the funeral solemnities ; and a long train ofciti- ’
disregard unjust censure, and rather expect re tian be at liberty to indulge at all in luxuries,Hpropriety of keeping up a decent appearance.I|too notorious to need proof. From all our wes- them, either to put off the badge of Christianity, zens followed the remains to their place of deposite
in the new cemetery of the city, thus exhibiting their
proach as a part of their heritage, the just such indulgence should not only be consistentSBut such excuses, are for the most part, asBtcrn Bishops especially, there constantly comes or else wear it worthily.
respect and veneration.
Did the reader realize his need, and feel the
“Bishop Moore was bopn in the city ol New York
blame of the world upon this subject, is a with enlarged charities, but clearly within thelvain as the vanity which prompts them. the importunate and pressing appeal for more
obligation to live to Him who hath died for him, Hon the 21st of August, 1762. After completing hit
shaft which pierces the church, — “ the mys reach of his available means.—But to incur!And after all, what is true respectability ? why,glaborers; “Come over and help us” is the frequent
. .
,•
ii
xv i x -v
! preparatory education, lie studied medicine and enand risen again, he would not be kept withoutH^ged in the practice of the healing art till July,
tical body of Christ.” And lamentably do a debt without the probable means ofdischarg-neven in the world’s phrase, “an honest man’sfflburden of their addresses and reports. And the pale of the church by any objection like those!17^7: nl which period, a desire that he had for some
,
jratirne indulged of entering the sacred ministry, was
they err, who give occasion or afford an open-Hing it, or depending upon some bare ^ossfZtiZ-fflthc noblest work of God”—whether he begthose of the East are uttering mournful com
which have been considered.
Blgratified by his receiving ordination from the hands
ing for such a weapon, by directly or indirect-B//y of doing so, is a clear violation of the lawBclad in raiment coarse or soft.
And bctterfipl^11^8 the fewness of their candidates for orof Bishop Provost. .His first spiritual charge was
ly violating the preceptor principle of thewof love.
Bfar, is it to have a homely dwelling, homely I ^ers- LVhy this is so, is a question of the dqepthe church in Rye, Westchester, N. Yt At the ex
BIBLE CLASS QUESTIONS.
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piration of two years he removed to Staten Island,

Lesson 8th.— The Redemption of Israel.
If it should be said that this view of theKfurnished, with an easy conscience; than to est importance, and demands the serious and
where he resided twenty-one years, and where his
prayerful
consideration
of
every
member
of
thc|
1.
The Israelites must leave Egypt. Why? and!^*1'1^ an<^ zealous labors were most remarkably
But what is the true principle of the tcxt’Bsubject is still indefinite, because honest mcnBwalk before splendid mirrors—on velvet
,
Bblecsed in the conversion of sinners. In 1809 lie
I what does It teach.
Hwas invited to the rectorship of St. Stephen's
or what does it prohibit? To suppose thatBmay differ in their judgment as to what are icarpeting, in rich apparel, while the monitor church.
church, in the city ofNew York, a small parish, and
One
would
suppose
that
the
debt
of
love
and
0
.
2
'
Thc
dcsi
S
n
and
P
lan
of
their
redemption
o
the apostle meant to forbid all debt, would be|“ probable means:” we grant that there may gwithin is knocking like a bailiff with the
. . a
, .presenting but few encouragements to usefulness,
unreasonable and unscriptural. No well or-Bbe such differences. But an individual, infflimporlunate demands of injured parties. TrueBgrafitude which every Christian owes to his bles. riginated with God. When and where did thessSo signally prospered, however, was his ministry,
scheme of our redemption originate?
B1 w*ien at the dose of five years he left New York
ganized civil society has ever existed withoutBina^’n? nP his conscientious judgment uponBchristian respectability is so letting our lightfflse^ Lord and Master would be a sufficiently confflto enter on thc duties of his Episcopate in Virginia,
3. God raised them up a deliverer: who wasgthe communicants added through his instrumental!the relation of creditor and debtor. God him-lthis subject, would do well, to call in as acoun-lshinc before men as to glorify our Father inBstra^n’ng
to induce more than enough to
it, and wherein was he a type of Christ?
™"1'ber^ between four and five hundred.
hj “Bishop Moore was the cordial choice of the Conself recognized it in the national code whichfisellor, the law of love, or the golden rule of|l leaven. And the light without will generally press forward and offer themselves gladly and
4. They at first rejected Moses. How doe&Bventiqn, which on the 5th of May, 1814, with so
willingly to this noble work. I say noble work.
he prescribed for his ancient people, theBdoing unto others as we would they shouldffibe in proportion to the state of the conscience
this fact apply to sinners in reference to Christ
uaan'ni'ly invited him to the Episcopal charge
For
however
despised
by
the
ungodly,
and
under

\
g}ot this Diocese, and was consecrated in New York,
Jews. And an attempt to abolish totally, whatldo unto us. Let it be applied in the follow-lwithin. We proceed to our final division
o.
When
they
sought
to
escape,
their
case
on
the
18th of May, 1814, by Bishop White, assisted
valued by the indifferent, and shunned by those
by bishops Hobart, Griswold, and Dehon.
called
the
credit
system,
would
be
not
only|ing
manner
:
—
“
Would
I
trust
my
neighbor
IV.
H
erts
of
imprudence
.
By
impruseemed
to
become
more
desperate,
and
their
18
who have received of its benefits, the office of
“In regard to the manner in which he discharged
a material interference with trade and com if he were in my circumstances and I in his?”fidence we do not mean that error in judgment the gospel ministry is higher and nobler, in pow greatest difficulty immediately preceded theirg the responsible functions of his high and dignified
complete deliverance: how docs thisapply to theB°<fice,as chiV Pn‘0r of this 1d,io?ese’ w,e do notpT
Would I consider it reasonable and safeBto which the best men are liable, and which
merce, but it would be to break in upon some
er and in privilege, than any in thc gift of this
1
J
Hpose to speak. It is generally known how entirely
to commit my funds to him, if he had just myficannot be measured by any moral rule: but
he possessed the respect, confidence and love of bis
of the best charities of life.—It would directly
proud world. For it is to be an ambassador of
6. They charged their renewed afflictions onBc'cr^’ a.nd wbat an o'^l of veneration and filial
j
o
fijnnection he was universally among the whole peocontravene an inspired precept which reads probable means of repayment, and no more?”Herror arising from the want of proper care or thc King of Kings. It is to be commissioned in
Moses. How does the conduct of men still cor-gple of his episcopal charge.
thus, “ Give to him that asketh of thee, and We have great confidence in the efficacy ofidue consideration. All such insonsiderateness| the service of the Captain of Salvation. And yet
“We feel ourselves incompetent to present a full
the
office
is
declined
and
turned
away
from
|respond
with this fact ?
and entire portriature of this venerated servant of
from him that would borrow of thee, turn not this golden rule. It makes our own self-in.gin pecuniary affairs has the nature of sin.
terest the gardian of our neighbor’s rights—gBut here, under this head we shall find many though its acceptance is urged by all the con-j 7. God began to accomplish their redemption God and liHiister of Jesus Christ. We leave the
thou away
task therefore to some other and abler hand; and we
And although, through prejudice, individualsB“faults which so lean to virtue’s side”—that strair.ing.motives of the love of Christ, and ac-l by judgments on their enemies, and completed it indulge the hope that some one adequate to its per
But while.the text does not prohibit every
formance, will make our columns the vehicle of
may err in its application, its simplicity willgit will be difficult to summon up courage toBcompanied with the promise of rewards bright as by their final ruin. How does this apply to communicating to the public an extended memoir
species of debt, when duly interpreted by oth
Christ and the Christian ?
of one so much admired and beloved for his private
leave us without excuse for a failure in this orgreprove them. For there are many iinprudentrathe stars and enduring as eternity.* To account
er lights of scripture, it certainly contemplates
8. They were redeemed by blood. By what virtues, so successful a preacher of the gospel, and
any other duty to our fellow man.—A further debts proceeding from a generosity of dispo-gfor this is not difficult. The honors and emolu.
the honored instrument in t he hands of Divine Pro
such an obligation as a burden, never to be
sacred office are not of this world, are we redeemed ?
vidence of raising from the dust the prostrated
illustration of it will be seen in our next di sition or an impulsive benevolence, which weSmenfs °f
9. They were also redeemed by water, called church of our fathers and in less than the period ofa
carelessly or uselessly assumed. Although not
find it hard to condemn, even where it runsB--^1*')’ are prospective. They cannot be im.
single generation, multiplying her ministers to more
vision, or,
by
thc Apostle their Baptism. 1 Cor. 10, 2.— than one hundred; and thus placing the Church of
sin in itself, it is used as the representative of]
into excess.
Obligations of this sort, fre-Bmcdiately realizetL The w°rld holds out more
II. Debts of avaricious speculation.—
Virginia the third in rank among her sister dioceses."
sin. For we are directed to pray, “ forgive us
obvious and ostentatious, and therefore more Did this Baptism constitute them Israelites in
By a .speculation we mean, any bargain or quently occur in commercial communities,
deed?
What
was
the
mode
?
Who
were
the
our debts as we forgive our debtors.” And even
inviting prospects. Hence the world receives
contract in which the chances, humanly where endorsements or suretyships are corn- the homage and the ready service even of thoseBsu^cc^s^ And what does the whole fact inti
DEATH OF REV. CHARLES PRINDLE.
this metaphorical use of the term, carries with
speaking, are against success, or even where mon. But whenever, by such endorsements, who have espoused the cause and sworn alle-3jmate to us?
“It becomes our painful duty (says the Church
it some significance. Where the resources of
the probabilities are nearly balanced.—To a man seriously endangers the interests of third giance to another and a better master.
| 10' In a11 this 8lorious work God was lhe sole Chronicle of the 19th) to add anotheir^to the list of
the debtor are ample, his debts may be fairly
Bagcnt. But what had they to do ? And what the fallen. The Rev. Charles Prindle, Missionary to
procure the endorsement of a neighbour to en parties, or even the welfare of his own family,
Lawrenceburgh, Ind., died in this city, on Wednes
ranked among those “ cares of this world
These remarks may perhaps direct attention|does this teach us?
gage in such a venture, or even to risk our lie offends against the rule of the text. We
day while on a visit to his father's family. Mr. Prin
which choke the word and render it unfruit
,
,
m
„ * v
iBto the young tnen of our communion as the only
11. If there be such an analogy between the dle was an ardent and devoted Christian, an active
J
°
}
own means in it when we are in debt, so as < arant that endorsements, suretyships andij
...
.
i •
i.
Hclass to which they apply. But is it so? Are bondage and redemption of Israel, acd our
ful.” And if his means be limited, this care
and persevering Missionary of the cross. He dedi
loans,
fairly
rank
among
Christian
chanties,"
1
to jeopard the interests of creditors—is wrong
they alone implicated in the faults of their not spiritual bondage and redemption, have you any cated himse’f to the .Missionary work, while a mem
is not only greatly increased, but it places
and
that
they
ought
not
in
all
cases
to
be
It is a violation of the law ot love. It is not
being engaged, in greater numbers in the work of
ber of College, and it has ever since been his deiigh*
him, in some sense, in the power of the cred
Joingunto others as he would they should do shunned, by those who arc engaged in worldly the ministry ? We grant indeed that those of reason to hope that you have been brought from to spend and be spent in his Master’s service. He
itor—a position tending to produce that “ fear®(,Gl"
the service of Sin and Sa'.an to the liberty of the
unto him. For to hazard the property of an- affairs.—Nay, such obligations are not only them to whom God has given fitness or the
was graduated at Yale College in 1836, at the Gen
Gospel?
of man which bringeth a snare.
Now, to aspecu}ation without his full knowl-|among the neighborly reciprocities of lile, but
eral Theological Seminary in 1839, and admitted
means of fitness for the sacred office and in re
void as far as possible, all such cares
to Deacon's Orders, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Browneedge and consent, is as contrary to sound prin thev are the vehicles of commerce—active spect to whom he has otherwise indicated the
We learn with deep regret that the health! July 5, 1839.
fears, and snares, is certainly the part of wis
ciple as it would be to take his funds to a gam trade could not well be carried on without path of duty incur a fearful responsibility in turn of the Rev. Mr. Suddards, of Grace Church,! His Diocesan, the Right Rev. Bishop Kemper, in*
dom. And hence, we venture to lay it down,
ing table, and there risk them for our own av them.—But when imprudence is made chari ing away from it. But there are others, who it has become so much impaired as to demand,! private letter to a friend, thus bears testimony to his
as a general rule at least, that a Christian is arfeious gain. For all such speculation is but oteer, there is more danger of driving over is to be feared, are involved more deeply still in
religious character:—“His faithfulness, zeal, and
in the opinion of his physicians, a temporary! tenderness of conscience, have greatly charmed me.
most happy in his temporal affairs when he
a species of gaming: it produces and fosters £the best interests of society than of protecting' this matter. I mean those who have the spon suspension of his pulpit duties. He has ob-Band promised most usefully for the Church,
can keep them squared as literally as possible
or promoting them. And although such im- sorship and the training of our young men
the same restless, uneasy, insatiate spirit
tained from his congregation leave of absencc^GSSiT3«S25azsr222Sx^n33C2ai.T
with the precept of the text, “ owe no man
wise be harmonizedBprudence may be cheered on by an impulsive Fathers and Mothers, and those who stand pledg for six months, and will sail for England on!
A BEAUTIFUL INCIDENT
(spirit which can in no
......
any thing.” And other things being equal, ‘with the temperate benevolent spirit of theBgenerosity, it is not the less injurious on that ed before' God for the religious bringing up of .he 20lh of the present month, i„ the ship! 0„ a fln0 s'„mmer.s day_
lsJ0/a cle5J.
children, and to whom therefore the Church has
that man is most blessed who can rise in the L-.
i
Baccount
Shenandoah, Capt. West. If many and fei-lman was colled to preach inato.vn.in Indiana,
(Gospel.
"
a right, to look for constant endeavors to draw
morning and say, not in a pharisaical spirit,
But these remarks must suffice to indicate
It is admitted that in all active coYnmerce
vent ptayers can prevail, the hope encour-gto a young Episcopal congregation. Attheclosc
their minds and studies this way.
hut with all the humility of a subject of grace,
aged by his medical advisers will be realized,Bof hjs discourse, he addressed his young hearers
there must be more or less of risk and a few of the most prominent points within the
E. B.
“ Lordv. Ii thank
thee that I owe no man any
--------------------/ 8 . epnuent loss.
But there is a fair line of wide region of the text. Despise not, brethin his return witn renewed health to the largewin some such words as these: “Learn that the
thing.” —But such literal conformity to ,hel‘‘7’^ar(>ation? bctwccn virtuous commerce andlrcn, the humble counsel which we have
and affectionate flock amongst whom his la-Bpresent life is a preparation for and has a tenBut prove it—prove it—not by
text we grant is not often practicable ; espe vicious speculation; or between judicious in-|offered.
*They that be wise (or as in the margin, be bors have been so eminently useful.
Bdency to eternity. The present is linked with
cially to those who are engaged in the active
Andlhuman standards, but by the eternal principlesBfeac/iers) shall shine as the brightness of the fir
The Rev. Benj. F. Watson has been en-Sthe future throughout creation, in the vegetable,
vestments and hazardous experiments
business of life. And where possible, it may •f n Christian be seriously desirous of findinglof truth and love, as set forth in this Holygmament ■ and they that turn many to righteous- gaged to supply thc pulpit of Grace ChurchB’nt^can^ma^ and in thc moral world. As is the
not be consistent with usefulness and duty.
11 a
®
Hncss as thc stars forever and ever.
during its Rector's absence.—Ran. Cross. |sucd s0 is lhc frui( ~as is thc C8S is thc fowl;
the legitimate channel of trade, it will not bejvolumc.
Even to such individuals however, the counsel

text, “ owe no man any thing.”
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COLON1ZAT1ON MEETING.
s the boy so is the man ; and as is therationalland colonization, except it be indifference, quietsor as it may be practicable, endeavor to diffuse
EXCHANGE BROKER,
On Thursday evening, 25th instant, by the
ti,is world, so will he be in the next.lcencz, perpetual slaveryism, or inefficient antiAn adjourned meeting ol the Colonization
Ifcst Third Sired,
correct information among our colored friends
Rev. Dr. Wilson, Thomas S. Butler, to Jane,
estranged from God here, is Dives estrang-lsfarcryism. And we cannot think that either Society of Hamilton County, Auxilliary to the
Feb. 1841.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
on the subject of colonization.
youngest daughter of the late Samuel Patter
Office and Residente of Dr. Lawrence,
from God there; and Enoch walking witblof these is the golden mean,or the safe way, while American Colonization Society, was held in
The meeting was adjourned for one month,
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
Ihere, is Enoch walking with God in a higher■ there are millions of our fellow creatures, in ref- the Hall of Cincinnati College, on Tuesday to hear the result of the correspondence with son, Esq.
Near the Post Office.
On Wednesday, the 6th October, 1841, at
better world:—I beseech you then, live for alerence to whom, we must obey the command, Evening of this week—the President, Judge
May 22.
no 21
the parent society, and of the efforts to be
Cross Creek, Jefferson county Ohio, by the Rev.
ssea eternity. Go to the worm that you treadl«Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself?^ If a Burnett, in the chair. The exercises were
IVES & SHAW,
made in accordance with Mr. Gallagher’s
Richard Gray, Mr. George Brown to Isabella,
MERCHANTS AND TAILORS,
,D and learn a lesson of wisdom. The veryiny man can interpret this commandment to mean opened with prayer by the Rev. Dr. Colton,
Ko. 11. It’est Third Street.
resolution.
eldest daughter of Mr. James Cunningham, both
:rpillar seeks the food that fosters it for an.gthat we ought to sit still and do nothing, or make and the following report of the committee
L..
E. BREWSTER,
j<rf the above place.
er and sublimer state ; and more wisely tbangno direct effort, to promote the temporal and e- Appointed at the last meeting to “distribute!
BISHOP CHASE.
STOCK AND EXCHANGE
H
On
Thursday,
the
11th
November,
1841,
at
builds its own sepulchre, from whence, internal welfare of the colored population of this|documents, &Ci, among the colored people,
riR
CQx
34
J
ebv a kind of resurrection, it comes forth a $ country, he must look at it through a different!,
’ . ' homo nf African Coloniza-S
rcturn t0
2 pjney Fork, Jefferson co. Ohio, by the same, Mr.
CINCINNATI.
e’ •
......................... I.
?
.
...
°
Ibeartng upon the scheme of African Colomza General Convention and from hrs eastern |J<JHH
t0 Isabella, eldest daughter of
r creature, in almost an angelic form. And 8 glass from that which we are accustomed to use lion, and also to report upon the propriety of|agencv for Jubnee College, Bishop Chase 5 Widoxv Finlay, bolhofthe above place,
Kitckcn Furniture.
GENERAL assortment of Kitchen Furniture,
r. that which was hideous is beautiful—and! We do not mean to be offensive; but we would
establishing a temporary mission among theS.^j Cincinnati, and preached in the morn-J On Tuesday, the 16th November, 1841, at
Groceries, Queensware, Glassware, Waiters,
[ which crawled, flies—and that which fed ongnot care to make our friends a little angry, if
Tea-Trays, j. For sale by
colored people of the city and county,’ v,as|ing oj last Sunday, at St. Paul’s church; in thejCross Creek, Jefferson co. Ohio, by the same,i
May 8.
D. K. CADY. »
iparatively gross food, sips the dew and revel'gwhen their anger passed away, it left them asubmitted by the chairman, Rev. Mr. -’roo^e,Bafternoon> at Grace church; and in the^Mi:. John Love, of Coshocton co., to Margaret,!
HRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the
he rich pastures, an emblem of that paradist-f wake to this subject. Sound sleepers are apt to
Prophecies recorded in the 24lh anti 25th chap
report.
Bevening at Christchurch.
This veuerableSeldest daughter of Mr. William Cunningham, of
ne flows the river of life, and grows the tret-Bbe a little vexed when first aroused, especially if
ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With
The Committee appointed at the Ltegp;oneer of Episcopacy and of Christian edu-gCross Creek.
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D. D
ife. Could the catterpillar have been di-gthe mode pf waking them is somewhat rough,
ied from its proper element and mode of life,Bbut when their eyes are fully open to the light,Imeeting, to distribute documents, &c., amonglcation dt the West, still possesses extraor-n On die 25th ol Octoner, .at Bern 1 mins, Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina. By G.
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton.
iad never attained the butterfly’s spleudidBthey see that they have been fitly disturbed. andBthe colored people, bearing upon the scheme! jjnary physical vigor, and preaches with theKCilarlcs county, Maryland, n;, the Ro. John .
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
a and hue; it had perished a worthless worm.Bsoon recover their equanimity.
Bof African Colonization; and also to report toBfreshness and earnestness of earlier life.
HHoffman, John M. Iodo, ol dm.did.LI a.,
234 Chesuul street.
sider her ways and be wise. Let it not be! TOne question more. Why were two-thirds|an adjourned meeting of this Society, on the| 'fhe establishment and adequate endow-a>akah
dauglittrol the lute Col. lk.in - snon,
Philadelphia.
Pictorial Itlustruriou, of the lttble,
that ye are more negligent than worms ; andgof our Colonization Clergy absent from the latei propriety of establishing a temporary missiongment of Jubilee College as the Diocesan Insti-; of Washington City.
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your reason is less available than their in-| meetings? We hope they had abetter reason, Ba,uong the colored people of the city and|tutjon of Illinois, is the object on which his!
T E^HE undersigned has received a lot from the pub
lisher—New-York, and would respectfully in .
OBITUARY.
rt. 4s often as the butterfly flits acres-jthan.that ultra prudence which we have been|COUQty; beg leave t0 reporti lhat in their jcbief sympathies and energies appear to be ex
vite the public and the Christian community espe
Died, at Newark, N. J., on the 28th Oct. Mrs. ciallv to oall and examine it at his Periodical Agency
path remember that it whispers in its flighticondemning. We do not censure our brethren judgment it is important that measures should
I pended. Ill tills he w ill, should 1 io\ luence
Cuinining) tbe widow of the late General Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where
ve for the future/’
jSuuheard ; but is it a wonder that lay-men should
be adopted for diffusing information among spare his life for a few years, be entirely sue- , ,
„
.
. ,, „ on,,,
J he has it for sale. They are highly recommended
*
iii gJohn
Cumming, in the 80th jeai ol her^ge.
m08t distinguished clergymen in the Eagt, uw
fith this the preacher closed his Jiscourseffibe indifferent, while the Clergy do not manifest
our colored friends, in regard to the plan, cessful. M e look forward to the time wlieng
Autumn, has this excel- worthy
thy the particular attention of the puhlie.
Thus, like the leaf of Autumn,
has this excel
it to deepen the impression a butterfly direc-g their zeal ?)
C. TOBEY, Aitent.
.May 8.
spirit and success of the American Coloniza-Btbat monument to his entprprize shall fully [lent Mother in Israel fallen in the ripeness of herS-----by the hand which guides alike the sun and
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i
it
r
■
A/fe
RS.
WOOD
will
give
inslructioDs m land
tion Society.
False impressions have beennflenionstrate his extraordinary forecast, and
itom in its course, fluttered through theg
SERMON ON DEBT
years and her piety-—a long life ol constMLUlJ .
SCJlpe, figure, and miniature drawing, ami
extensively made upon this subject, and manyHtbe rare combination of .zeal and perseve- irtue. an humble faith, and a purifving hope—a will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
ch, as if commissioned, by Heaven, torepeatg ^ye baVe taken leave to transfer to our col,
rBstreet, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few o»
bjs whole career of useful- witnessing for her to the» rea
itvam
■
e__ of tjie
reality
and nowerotS.
power of bel paintings
xhortation. There was neither speech norg urang tlie present week, a “ Tract for the ofour free colored population
,
.have been predis-M
. _ rancc manifest
may. i.be seen at. the Exhibition
,. , c
, ..
-posed to receive such impressions, by flattering«ness
Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office.
religion.
She
loved
the
gates
of
Zion
:
the
house
uage, but its voice was heard, saying to the] Times, „ which
lew will read without proht.-gr
„ . .
.
.
. • , H
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
representations of their natural and jftst rights jjay fl,e gentle and magnanimous graces of of prayer and the Sanctuary of God were her deng audience, Live for the future.
Our Rev. co-editor, the author, will we pre
A CAIiS.
ire should be glad, should the above meet the] sume, excuse us if we say his sermon upon to social and political equality; by having had|forgiveness and charity be as conspicuous as light and her consolation*. The orphan, the af
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants of
the expectation held out to them that bygihe boldness of his enterprize, and his inflex- flicted and poor, all had a place in her sympathies, Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the
of L. H. S., whose genius and poetic pen
“ Debt” is, in our judgment, a remarkably
1 beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh
; so often seized upon little incidents to please]
remaining in this country and perseveringlygible tenacity of purpose, through evil and and the refined courtesies of an intelligent Chris above,
ter of Wm. Daniell, Royal Academician of London,
clear and forcible showing of a most preg
tian lady, cheered the favored circle of her friends. favorably known to artists as one of the most accom
profit, if she would clothe it for us in the]
adhering to another scheme, they may ulti-gthrough .good report
nant matter of these times.—It is not to be
“The righteous shall be in everlasting remem plished painters of England. Parents desirous ok
i of poesy.
* *. *
mately release all their brethren who are in
having their daughters instructed in the beautiful ait
presumed that it was preached or published
5?of landscape and figure drawing may here have an
bonds, and greatly elevate their own con-0 The Rev. Joseph Large, Deacon, an brance.”
opportunity
seldom to be met with. Having seen.solely or chiefly with reference to our delin
dition.
False and prejudiced statements!! alumnus of the Theological Seminary of Ohio,
ANOTHER INCIDENT,
Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received instructions
quent subscribers, but as we have frequent
4 NF1W SEDITION OF SWAYS trom her in a member of my own family, 1 can bear
mother event, far less pleasing, but not lcs?|
of a few . discontented emigrants, respect-Hhas accepted an invitation from the Vestry of 2X TMKA.TIS14.—ISAAC N. WHITJNG testimony
to her faithful as well as eminently skil
and kind memory of these our friends anJ
aikable and instructive, occurred the following the condition of the colony at Liberia;HSt. Paul’s Church, Maumee City, and entered has this day published a New Edition of Swan’s ful exertions for her pupils.
Treatise: with References to the newly J?einserfh
readers, we could not but think what aid their
Hemiy V. D. Johns.
October. The same individual, travelling
have also been diligently circulated, to thess upon his duties as Minister of that Parish,
Statutes of this State, just published. A Treatne| Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
fidelity to the letter of this excellent discourse
on
the
Law
relating
to
the
Powers
and
Duties
ofl
mgh Ohio, was detained for the Sabbath in a
exclusion of official communications, and theg -pbe Rev. ]\jr jjill sailed from New York
R aference may also be made to the
Justices of the Peace and Constables, in the State of]
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIi.vain.e, D. D.
n on the Cleveland and Portsmouth canal; would furnish us in obeying, ourselves, the individual representations of highly respect-foon the flthinst., on his return to Athens.
Ohio; with Practical Forms, &c. By Joseph. II.
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
Swan, President Judge of the Tweflh Judicial Cir
:re he was*nvited to officiate for a brother] injunction “ owe no man any thing."
Rev. J. T. Bkooke.
able colonists; and even the missionary
The Rev. Zaehariah Goldsmith having cuit. 1 vol. royal 8vo, 606 pages,
rgyman. The Episcopal congregation occuThe First Part contains a summary view of the
efficiency of the Society has been contemned removed to Davenport, Iowa, to officiate by
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progress of a civil suit, from its commencement to
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over two hundred dollars.—ChurchmanNEW BOOKS.
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TWO SIDES TO THE PICTURE.

wounds; the water was red and clotted with
blood! Oh, e’est un grand malheur, la guerre, mes
dames(Oh ladies, war is a great evil.) he
concluded.”
“ Oh ! please don’t read any more, dear aunt,”
said Arthur, while his eyes filled with tears. “I
shall not soon forget that terrible account of the
sufferings of the poor soldiers. Never! Never!
shall I wish to be a soldier again, if it makes me
liable to see such distressing sights. Indeed you
were right when you told me there were “ two
sides to the picture of war.” The one that I,
foolish boy that was, have been looking at so
long, bad nothing terrible about it; that which
you have now shown me, is all horrible
“Yes my love, it is indeed,” said his aunt.—
Especially is it so, when we think of each of
those slaughtered myriads, having had a soul,
which by the event of that day, had been driven
suddenly before rts Maker, there to give an ac
count of the deeds done by it in the body. War
when viewed in this light, becomes truly awful,
and Christians may well look forward to the time,
when its horrors shall no longer be known in our
world; and when in its stead, peace and love
shall reign every where !”
M. C.

“Oh look at those soldiers!” exclaimed a little
boy, who was gazing from his nursery window,
at a troop of the military who were passing._
“They prance along so famously on their fine
horses, and their swords look so handsome. Oh
see, see! what beautiful feathers they have in
their caps, and Lark ! at the fine music. Oh ! if
I live to be a man, lam determined to be a sol
dier !”
, No watchful mother was near him, listening
to her child, or she would have tried to correct
his errors of judgment, by showing him that the
life of a soldier is far from being so desirable as
he supposed. Instead of her, there sat by him
a youthful nurse, whose eye was as much as his,
taken by the dashing appearance of the soldiery.
She had come from a foreign land, and she had
many anecdotes to tell the little boy, about mil
itary scenes, in which her relatives and friends,
or the families with whom she had lived were
concerned. She had seen nothing of the horrors
of war, but her young and ardent imagination
“CHILDREN SHOULD NOT ASK QUEShad been caught by its pornp and pageantry.
T1ONS”
The conversation and scenes of that day, made
Lucy was sitting with her mother by a
a strong impression on the young and excitable cheerful lire one morning, when a hard rain
Arthur, and from that time, the desire to be «a had kept her from school. The mother was
gay soldier,” fastened on his mind, and his silently employed with her sewing, while the
thoughts, even while he was apparently engaged sprightly little girl, about eight or nine years
at play, would continually recur to the brilliant old, was amusing herself with looking over
military procession, and to his nurse’s animated
some pamphlets and periodicals, which lay
accounts of her early life. Whenever his indul
among the books on the table.
gent father offered him new playthings, and Ar
‘ Ma,’ said Lucy at length, ‘ I have been
thur was allowed the privilege of selecting them,
looking through these names in the Missionahe never failed to beg for a toy sword, or drum,
ary Herald, and Bible and Tract reports,
or other implement of war, and with these he
which uncle B. lends you and Pa to read, and
would employ his play hours in exercising him
I can’t find Pa’s name any where in the ac
self in mimic warlike sports.
count of the money that is given; why don’t
Months rolled on, and the bent of the little
he put his name down as uncle B- does, and
boy’s mind, was becoming more and more con
firmed towards war and warlike things, and as Mr. R. and Mr. G., and so many gentlemen?”
‘ I suppose my dear,’ said the mother, as
yet. no eye had-detected the evil that was lurking
in his path ; no heart had become alarmed on the little girl continued-turning over the leaves
account of dangers that menaced him. His moth of the pamphlets, ‘ your Pa does’nt wish to
er was too indolent or inattentive, to give heed have his name published to the world with
to the thoughts which filled the minds of her the amount of his charities.’
‘ Well, ma, then why don’t he put some
children, or to be alarmed by propensities which
they exhibited, unless they were actually vi thing into the plate, when we have collections
cious. His father was an ambitious and worldly- taken up for the missionaries, and the differ
minded man, and if his child’s spirit excited him ent societies which our minister recommends?
to any emotion, it was that of pride, at seeing The plate comes to our pew with bills and
him so bold and manly.
half dollars, and two shilling pieces in it, and
But happily, or I should say, providentially, I never see Pa put any thing in.’
not long since, there came to visit the parents of
‘ Your father, Lucy, can’t afford to be giv
Arthur, his father’s sister. This lady was a pi ing continually to so many different objects.’
ous and intelligent woman, and being, moreover,
The thoughtful and intelligent little girl
very fond of children, she soon contracted great
looked up from her books, and cast a glance
affection for her nephew, who was in hisappeararound upon the splendid furniture which aance and manners very attractive to strangers.—
dorned the parlor. She could’nt understand
She noticed him so kindly—was so patient with
this reason, and thought, no doubt, ‘ my fath
him, and exerted herself so much to make him
er might at least afford to give some of them.’
happy, that she won wonderfully upon Arthur,
and he soon opened his little heart freely to her. She was silent for a time, but again asked,
His aunt was surprized and alarmed to find the ‘ Ma, why don’t you go to some of the so
passionate desire for military life which had been cieties where the ladies meet and sew? or
growing unchecked in his young heart, and she why could’nt you make some pretty article
seized every opportunity to try to correct his o- for the Fair, such as aunt B. makes?’
‘ I hav’nt time to attend the societies, or to
pinions. Whenever she met with anecdotes
calculated to show forth, another side to the pic make such articles,’ said the mother, without
ture of war, she never failed to read or relate raising her eyes from the elegantly wrought
them to Arthur, until at length, the little boy collar, around which she was placing a costly
woke from his dreams of fancied happiness, and lace.
learned to view a soldier’s life and a soldier’s oc
Lucy was again silent, and laying down her
cupations in a very different light. One even book, looked intently into the fire. By and by
ing she was reading Miss Sedgwick’s Letters she asked, ‘Ma, how long have you and Pa
from abroad, and she stopped a moment to look belonged to the church?’
at Arthur. She wanted to ascertain whether he
‘ Lucy,’ said her mother, ‘ little girls
uvas in a state of mind to give attention to a pas
should notask so many questions.’
sage in that lady's work, which is calculated to
‘ Well,’ said Lucy, ‘ I do wish I knew
leave upon the mind a lively impression of the
whether Pa ever gives any money to the so
horrors of war. Finding Arthur favorably dispo
sed, both to listen to her reading, and to reflect cieties, for ever since I heard Mr.--------- ’s
upon what he might hear, she explained to him text last Sunday, “The silver and the gold
briefly the histury of Waterloo, and of the lead are the Lord’s,” I have been afraid Pa keeps
ing men who were concerned in the bloody tra too much of it.”
God knows that the children of bis pro
gedy, which has rendered its name so memorable.
fessing
people will ask them questions. He
She then read to him the following passage :
told
the
children of Israel what they should
“We drove round the rich wheat fields to La
Haye Sainte. There is no ground so rich as this answer, when their children asked where
battle field. In the spring, the darkest and fore they did such things; they were to say,
thickest corn tells where the dead were buried! that the Lord had thus commanded them to
The German legion, slaughtered at La Haye do. But God has nowhere told his people
Sainte, are buried on the opposite side of the how they should explain their neglects or
road, where there is a simple monument over omissions of duty to their children; and hence,
them.
when young minds (as prolific in inquiries as
“Set where thou wilt, thy foot, thou scarce canst those of the young wandering Israelites) pro
tread
pose such questions as the above to their pro
Here on a spot, unhallowed by the dead.”
fessing parents, what else can they say than
“La Belle Alliance, where Wellington and to repeat the erroneous, and too common re
Bluch'er met after the battle, was pointed out to ply, “ Children should not ask questions.”
us; and Napoleon’s positions, the very spot where
he stood when he first descried Blucher, and his
JAMES.
James had a very good and kind mother. She
heart for the last time swelled with anticipated
*****
was always accustomed to speak to her son with
triumph.
shown
the places where Gordon, tenderness and affection. And James loved his
“We were
Pickton, and others of note fell; and there, mother very much. He tried to please her in
where the masses lay weltering in blood, the un all that he did. When she bade him do any
known, unhonored, unrecorded, there was,
thing, he never hesitated, but went directly about
it. When he was told to study his Sabbath
“Horror breathing from the silent ground.”
« It was a piteous sight,” said our guide, “ to school lesson, he would bring his little chair to
see the next day the men, with clasped hands, his mother’s side, and quietly sit until he had
begging for a glass of water. Some had lost one committed his task. And every body that saw
side of the face with a sabre cut; others had little James’ conduct, remarked what a good boy
their bowels lain open ! They preyed us to put he was—and they all loved him. But when he
an end to their miseries, and said, ‘surely God became larger and older, he ran about the streets,
and became acquainted with a number of bad
would forgive us.’ All the peasants, men, wo
men, and children, that had not been driven clear boys : and they told him a number of fine thing3
that pleased him much, and he began to love
away, came in to serve them ; but there was not
enough; and they died burned with thirst, ann them. He would often run away from his moth
er to see them. They taught him to say bad
their wounds gangrened, for there were not sur
geons for the half of them. They would crawl words, which is very sinful in any child. One
down to those pools of water and wash their day his mother bade him do some little thing for

her—but who can tell of her surprise, when her
darling boy exclaimed, «I won’t!” The good
woman was so affected that she could not speak.
She wept aloud. James saw what he had done,
and felt it too, and his heart was touched. He
ran up to bis mother crying—“dear mother, for
give me—forgive me; I am sorry for what I have
done. 0, forgive me.” His mother embraced
him, and affectionately besought him never to
be guilty of talking so to her again, which James
in tears promised he would not do. And we
are glad to say’, he has always been a very good
boy, and has left those bad companions who en
ticed him away into sin.
Will not every reader be careful that he does
not go into bad company? that he be always kind
and obliging to his good mother? Do, children,
fear to go with those youths who delight to lead
you estray, and obey your parents, and the God
of heaven will bless you.—Portland Tribune.
THE LOVE OF CHRIST.

O blessed YYell of Love! 0 Flower of Grace!
0 glorious Morning Star! O Lamp of Light!
Most lively image of Thy Father’s face,
Eternal King of Glory, Lord of Might,
Meek Lamb of God, before all worlds behight,
How can we Thee requite for all this good ?
Or what can prize than Thy mo8t precious blood?
Yet nought Thou ask’st in lieu of all Thy love,
But love of us, for guerdon of Thy pain :
Ah me ! what can us less than that behoove?
Had He required life for us again,
Had it been wrong to ask His own with gain?
He gave us life, He it restored lost;
Then life were least, that us so little cost.

But He our life hath left us free,
Free that was thrall, and blessed that was bound;
Nor aught demands, but that we loving be,
As He, himself, hath loved us aforehand,
And bound us thereto, with an Eternal band,
Him first to love that uvas so dearly bought,
And next our brethren, to his image wrought.
And were they not, yet since that loving Lord,
Commanded us to love them for His sake,
Even for His sake, and for His sacred Word,
Which in Ills last bequest, He to us spake,
We should them love, and with their needs par
take ;
Knowing that whatsoe’er to them we give,
We give to Him, by whom we all do live.
Spencer.

THE LORD’S DAY.

Dear is the hallowed morn to me
When village bells awake the day;
And by their sacred minstrelsy
Call me from earthly cares away.
And clear to me the winged hour
Spent in Thy hallowed courts, 0 Lord—
To feel devotion’s soothing power,
And catch the manna of Thy Word.
And dear to me the loud “ Amen,”
Which echoes through the blest abode,
Which swells, and sinks, and swells again,
Dies on the walls, but lives to God.

In secret I have often pray’d,
And still the anxious tear would fall;
But on thy sacred altar laid,
The fire descends and dries them all.
Oft when the world, with iron hands,
Has bound me in its six-days’ chain,
This bursts them, like the strong man’s bands,
And lets my spirit loose again.

Then dear to me the Sabbath morn,
The village bells, the shepherd’s voice,
These oft have found my heart forlorn,
And always bid that heart rejoice.
“Go, man of pleasure, strike thy lyre,
Of broken Sabbaths, sing-the charms;
Ours are the prophet’s car of fire
Which bears us to a Father’s arms.”
Cunningham.

THE SPARROW’S LESSON.
Weary, and wrung with grief and care,
I sat me down and wept;
I heard the footsteps of despair,
For hope was faint and slept.
Cold winds were whispering in mine ear,
“Winter is at the door!”
And my sad heart with thoughts of fear,
Dwelt on my scanty store.

But as 1 wept, a little bird
Alighted at my feet,
Looked meekly up—’twas then 1 heard
Its carol loud and sweet.
This lesson me, that warbler read :
“Praise for the ceaseless care,
Which Jesus, Lord of All, has said
The little sparrows share.

“Since first upon the breast of Spring,
Close sheltered from the day,
With Feeble form and callow wing,
I took my devious way;

“Thou God, hast given me daily food,
And sheltered me from ill;
And when the whirlwind rent the wood,
Thy care preserved me still.

“With gladsome heart, I sung thy praise
Amongst the summer flowers ;
And still arose my grateful lays
Amid th’ autumnal showers.
“Now fitful winds and pale decay
Have warned me from the grove;
But with a hymn, I’ll take my way
To southern lands of love.
“Praise to the Lord, who cares for all!
Who heeds the raven’s cry;
And not a sparrow e’er shall fall
Unnoticed by his eye.”
Thus sang the bird; and as it flew,
A voice was in mine ear,
“Shall he not also care for you?
Go dry your faithless tears.” Lydia Jane.

PUBL16HED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
OUNG LADIES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs |
General Protestant Episcopal Munday Scfcotl
J. LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re
Union.
cess of sotne 5 years, have resumed the duties ot Fe
VOLUME XI.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
male Instruction.
They have selected the city of
Arrakgemets having been made to publish the ! Cincinnati as the most desirable location in the West
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal J for their contemplated Institution. It shall be their
$4 (o
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the aim in their present Institute, to afford Young La- Union Primer, per hundred,
close of the present volume in December next, the I dies an opportunity of obtaining m the West, as Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
1 55
do
do
do
do
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name ; thorough, extensvee, and Junsheaan education, as can
do
do
do
3»
2 55
of the Westers Episcopal Observer, and printed ! be had in the most celebrated female seminaries in do
do
do
do
do
4,
550
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
i the Northern or Eastern States.
do
6io
The change of location to a point so central to ' Having had f/teen years experience in supenn- Questions on the S S Books,
co
3%
the West, and so convenient for the early reception tending extensive Institutions for young La les, First Truths,
Catechism
No.
1,
(Scripture
Catechism,)
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, ! thirteen of which were in the city of a ew- or' an
1%
Cate^iism
No.
2,
(Catechism
broken
into
short
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the it* vicinity, at the head ot one of the then arges
and
answers.)
do
j
questions
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure al*d most distinguished female seminalics in le Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish
.......................
these objects, the Proprietor has
invited and obtained East, they hope to merit and receive the continued
Hobart,) stiff covers,_
do
jg
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec patronage of an enlightened public.
The Institute is now open for the reception of Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
6«t
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the pupils, who are received at any time or age.
ble,
do
Young Ladies desirous of finishing their
409
next (theXI) volume be issued under the joint edi- ......
. educa.
do
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published “on m the higher studies, or qualifying themselves Church Catechism,
1 SO
Manual
of
Short
Prayers
for
Children,
—
lor
teaching,
will
find
the
above
Institute
to
afford
2 75
as above.
.
. . .
,
Duty
to
God,
do
The Observer will continue to maintain and put special advantages.
.
,
, ,
it
do
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines o1 ertns made known on application at the school Church Primer,
ITS
the Gospel which itlias always held and defended j room*, at present in Cen re-s reet, between Race Sunday-school office of devotion;do
3dd
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an j a,K^ \in„e"
.
. , r
u- ki jdv,
Satisfactory testimonials from many highly dis Harmony of the Creeds,
do
3«e
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
tinguished gentlemen and their former patrons in the Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 34*
of the peculiarities ol our communion.
Collects from the Prayer Book, do
30u
Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor East, may be seen at any time when desired.
Questions on the Collects,
do
BEFERENCES in this city.
11 00
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
Catechism
on
the
Collects,
do
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D., Rev. J. T. Brooke,
as to
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
Rev. B. P. Aydelott, D. D. Rev. H. V. D. Johns, Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 10 00
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
Questions
on
the
Epistles
and
Gospels,
2
partg
,j ,
Rev.
L.
G.
Bingham,
Rev.
L.
Beecher.
D.
D.
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
do
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
Dr. Daniel Drake,
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
establishment and progress of the Church through
N. Baker. Esq.
12 5*
Dr. J. Locke,
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
do
do
do
2,
aug. 21.—2 ms.
Chauncey Colton,
do
do
do
3,
Granville Kpiscopnl Femule Mt-miuary.
do
Wm. Jackson,
The Acts,
do
1,
12 5(1
do
do
do
2,
fTAHE fourth year of this institution will com
12 a
John T. Brooke,
do
do
mence
on
the
ltilh
of
September
next,
(1841,)
do
3,
00
Henry V. D. Johns.
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above pnet*
and continue 44 weeks, including a recess of one
In addition to the above arrangenient for the responsible editorship of the OB
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the
week at Christmas, and three days at Easter.
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of the
*‘Young i-ad tea’ Companion,” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. J’he columns un
LIBRARY, BOOKS.
Past Success.♦There have been connected with
der her charge will be uiaiuly devoted to original matter, or selections from other
sources, chieriy designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—-while reference
the Institution tuning the past year 65 pupils, and
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Liktvr
will be had to interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from
63
vols.
18mo.
—
nett
price 20 cents each.
tor
a
greater
pint
of
the
year
there
have
been
asome of the rariouf branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy,
p is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
muny in the boarding-house as could be accommo
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett pr<.»
illustrations of such subjects as mav be Mppoeed janicularly interesting. A
15 cents each.
dated.
(ton of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with ma I It r
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
Location.—Granville, Licking county, is a plea
Address all ordersJor Books, and all remittance, io
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
sant, healthy, and retired village, of about 801) in
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 184(1.
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
habitants, situated 8 miles north of the national
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars road, (j miles west of Newark, and 27 miles from
Union Depository, 28 Annit
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub Columbus, and on many accounts is admirably
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, adapted for schools.
of
ISAAC N. WHITING,
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob
Officers and Teachers:—
Colunhu
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D. Patron and
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the Visiter.
Rev. I. Covcrl’s ISalm of Ufe.
paper, from so great an accession of slrengthto its
Rev. S. A. Bronson, A. M., Pastor of the School
NEW and valuable remedy for the curt tf
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and and Lecturer on the Evidences of Christianity.
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Ifheepug
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with
Rev. A. Sanford, Chaplain, and Head of the
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs m
all ourwe8tern and south-western dioceses, while its Family.
Windpipe. Extensively used and recomweuded lj
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
Mrs. C. Sanford, Governess.
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has beenfr*.
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev
Miss Julia A. Pratt, Principal.
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn
The Principal will he assisted in all the depart ly made known.
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by ments of instruction by a competent number of able 1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. V
The proprietor is now receiving, almost dtilj,
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor and efficient teachers. The Chaplain will render
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in her such aid as shall he necessary to carry out the testimonials of the highest respectability in favor ef
his medicine, from physicians, clergy men, and otfc.
recommending it to the patronage of the communi arrangements of the School.
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature at:
tyFamily.—The Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Sanford will effect,—among which are the following:
•
Chas. P. McIlvaine,
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio. have the entire care and supervision of the young [From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26,1840
ladies of the Family out of the regular school hours.
The following is an extract from an article in Ihu
Their hours of study and relaxation will be superin paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus onoionatorum,' tSt. Louis, Nov. 19lh, 1840.
tended
by
them
in
connexion
with
the
female
Bronchitis, by Frank 11. Hamilton, Frofessor «•
I cordially concur in the above.
teachers.
Materia Medica and General Pathology in Genen
Jackson Kkmpek,
They
will
have
charge
of
their
religious
instruc

Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, tion in connexion with the Rector of the parish. Medical College:
and Provisional Bishop cf Indiana.
‘The Rev. 1. Covert’s mixture, also now used
The manners of the young ladies will be carefully
guarded, and every reasonable attention paid to so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
qualify them for a faithful discharge of the subse belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
I cordially concur in the above.
ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
quent duties of life.
Same. A. AIcCoskry,
Tuition, &c.—The charge for those who enter dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
Bishop if the Diocese of Michigan. the family, including hoard, washing, fuel, lights, does not impair the tone of the stomach. Ol Ibm
room and fhrniture, and tuition in all the branches medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com
Lexington, Ky. Dec. \hlh, 1840.
position is not held from the Profession, and ve
gUK) 00
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to of the course, is, per annum, hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give itto
Tuition of day scholars, per quarter, 4 50
a more central point for the whole west, with the
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
Instruction on Piano, with use of instru
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name
t, having employed it in our own case, and in the
8 00
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets ment, per quarter,
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
Instruction in Greek, Latin and French,
with my cordial approbation; and 1 shall be ready,
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in each, per quarter,................................... 3 CO
Instruction in Drawing, 20 lessons, 3 00
that I have examined the Hev. 1. Covert’s ingre
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
Painting Water Colors,
- 4 00
dients, compounded undey the name of the Balm ot
B. B. Smith,
Embroidery,
2 00
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
Those who remain with the family during vacation, ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflicted
will he charged $2 00 per week.
with acute and chronic diseases of the liftigs and
New Orleans, MarchflOth, 1841.
Young ladies will be received into the Seminary windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary at any lime, but for no less period than a quarter.
and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis
in the disseminntion of the truths of the gospel,
References.—Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in Gambier; Rev. W. A. Smallwood, Zanesville; Rev. ate doses.
JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
the dioceses with which I am connected. I shall Charles Fox, Columbus; Rev. John Ufford, Newark;
Physician and Surgeon.
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu Rev. Anson Clark, Circleville.
Auburn, August 31,1838.
lation throughout the western church. It will give
[EP Applications for admission into the Institu
This certifies that having exnrnined the Rev. 1.
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to tion should he addressed to Rev. A. Sanford, who is
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans authorized to receive all bills.
we do believe it to he one ol the best compounds
pire within my sphere of labor.
sept 4
for toughs, chronic inllammations, etc., ol which
Leonidas Polk,
r
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re
Proirstnnt Kpiscopal Bcpository,
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish
commend its use to all afflicted with the abou
and
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
named diseases.
Theological & Classical Bookstore,
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ? c r
TERMS.
Cincinnati.
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ) fcalina’
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is FT^HE subscriber respectfully intimates that he
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
continues the sale of Theological
Classical
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwinsville.
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, Books, at the Store lately conducted by T. Ray
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: mond, No. 1, Rogers' Row, West Fourth Street,
The nature of the composition ofthe Rev. I.Cov
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months. above Main, where will be found the most standard ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to
and valuable Books. Fresh and interesting works the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
are looked for, and a Catalogue wili he arranged as ted that they may he referred to as authority for its
Southgate’s Tour.
early as practicable. The following amongst others utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of
ARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia, are now in store:—
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an
Works of Chillingworth, Palmer’s Church Histo
Introduction and Occasional Observations upon ry,
the Christ our Example, Weller Tracts, Heart’s is indicated.
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and
Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in Ease, Wilmer's Episcopal Manual, Parley’s School
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate. and Family Library, 4 vols., Parley’s Wonders, Ori Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
lege.
2. vols., roy. 12mo.
gin and Compilation of the Prayer Book, Life of
J. M’Nauchton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
The work of which we have given the title in full, Fletcher, Communicant’s Companion, Pay thy
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after Vows, The Christian's Faith.
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo
Bishop Mcllvaine's Oxford Divinity, Select Fam
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
ries of travel in the East with which the press has ily and Parish Sermons (2 vols.), Melvill’s do. (2
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
teemed for the last two or three years, in that it vols.), Tyng's do., Blunt’s do., Chapman’s do. on
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D.,
gives the only comprehensive and full account of the Church, Memoirs of Bishop White, Bishop HopAlbany.
Mahommedanism and oriental sects and institutions, kin’s Writings, Henstenberg's Christology (3 vols.),
as they really exist. We have had an abundance of Augustinisrn and Plagianisrn, Family Religion, Sla
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1825 my lungabebooks of travel, full of interesting personal adven ter’s Original Draught of the Primitive Church, came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly
ture, and graphic discriptions of scenery and antiqui- Henshaw’s Communicant’s Guide, Life and Opin fourteen years; and about six years since I was at
tiesibut before the present,no work so fufiin its expo ions of Dr. Milne, Theology for the People, Faber tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the on Romanism, Obligations of the World to the Bi me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate ble, Bridge’s Christian Ministry, Keith’s evidences breathing and pains in various parts of the chestperformed his extensive tour under the direction of ot Christianity, Mcllvaine’s do., Bacon’s Lives of In March last 1 purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of the Apostles, Seeker on the Catechism, Jay’s Pray vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that my
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United ers, Mead’s do., Mcllvaine’s Justification by Faith. breathing is about as before I was taken, my chron
States. Beside the information which the nature Christian Youth's Book, Advice to a Young Chris ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
of his appointment lead us to expect in his pages rela tian, Miss Coxe’s Life of Wycliffe, Tappan on the the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great
tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and Will, Day do. do., My Saviour, Metropolitan Pul confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
to the Christian churches which remain yet scater- pit, Dick on Covetousness, Jenks Devotion, Church, and safe medicine.
ed over its surface, he has added much to our man’s Manual, Burton’s History of the Church.
DAVID MORE.
knowledge of oriental geography and statistics in Life of Wilberforce (2 vols,), Correspondence of do.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
particular and the work is illustrated by a number of Symington on the Atonement, Sutton on the Sacra
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teacher ot
maps and engravings, that add very much to its in ment, Alexander's Evidences, Alexander on the Ca Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer
terest and value.
nons, Walk about Zion, Memoir of Buchanan, Sim tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co
The Flag Ship: or a voyage aiound the World, eon on the Liturgy, Blackaller’s Liturgy, Private vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate
in the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by Thoughts, Todd’s Truth Made Simple, Todd's Lec cold which resulted in a settled inflammation ofthe
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and tures to Children, Word to Women, Rudiments lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several
bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George of the Church, Way of Escape, Minister’s Family, other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad
C. Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the Christian Experience, Christianity Vindicated, How ual But permanent cure.
Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12nio. Illustrated with shall I govern my School, Scenes in our Parish, &c.
H. BANNISTEREngravings.
Many of the above cannot be had at any other
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
For sale at the Bookstore of
store in the city, and the prices in general it is be
The
following
from
the
Rev.
L. Halsey, D. D-i
ISAAC N. WHITING.
lieved are unusually low.
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc-, in the Au
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
July 17.
W. BURTON.
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei
ved:
McIIvninc on Justification.
Splendid I.oiidon Books.
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence to
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
FT’IHE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common
er, Columbus, has just published Justification your medicine, 1 deem it my duty to state, that for
I Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev. Charles P. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot. chitis and its usual accompavaniments; and I
Henry Stoking, M. A.
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand induced to try your preparation, on the assurance
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers somely bound, 37|cts. The work may be had of Myers from medical men (hat it contained no hazardous
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British & Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P. ingredients. The result has been the allaying
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas&Co. Cincinnati; febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of IL Hook functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to re
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
er, J. Whethain, George W. Donohue, and R. S. turn to the labors of the desk. I think the medi
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong &. Berry’s ; cine entitled to the attention of all persons similarly
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New affected.
Yours truly,
LUTHER HALSEY.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton &
tant Annual-Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not— Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
EFPrice £1 per bottle.
— The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock s and B.
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by
London Bibles, all sizes.
& W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Slorr’s and
B. F. SANFORD.
Just teceived,and for sale by
Belknap & Ilamersley’s; Boston, Crocker &. Brew at the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street
It. S. II. GEORGE.
ster, and James B. Dow's; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay between Main and Sycamore.
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut. & Co.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting.
Philadelphia.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt.
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbull.
Miscellaneous Bocks.
Walnut {fills Cemetery.
Cleveland, by Sanford and Co.
UST received, nt the new cheap Bookstore, RoOTS in this Cemetery, laid out on the grounds
Ten.
get’s Row, West Fourth Street, a variety of
belonging to Lane Seminary, are offered for
miscellaneous books, among which are the following:
MPERIAL, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Teas,
sale.
Southgate’s Tour, Court of Rome, Young Ladies’
of superior quality, lor sale by
The ground is near enough to the city for conve
Companion, Common-Place Book of Poetry, Muse nience, and yet distant enough to be free from inter
May 8.
D. K. CADY.
um of Religious Knowledge, Bacchus, Sequel to ruption, and to secure that retirement so desirable
Sperm Oil.
Three Experiments, German Selections, Floral Bi to Ihe repose of departed friends.
ography, Flora’s Lexicon, Flower Garden, Scrip
UST received a superior article of Bleached
Those wishing to purchase lots are requested to
ture Library, Opie’s Cure for Scandal, Women of inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth
Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use.
England, Year Book, Thomson's Seasons, Wian- and Vine Streets, Cincinnati; or of Mr. Ford, at the
For sale by
wright on Education, Jay on Marriage, &c. &c.
D. K. CADY,
Seminary, who will also give direction to the Sexton
July 17.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth sti.
of any interments to be made.
June 15 25 6m
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